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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 21 Nov 2011 14.15
Duration of Visit: 20
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

A well reported establishment, with secure entry arrangements. Highly likely one of the better
establishments in the Sheffield area.

The Lady:

Isabelle is a youthful lady, with lovely long hair and a firm 34E bust, all natural, and a tight figure to
boot. Belly-button piercings are not to my liking but the rest of the physical attributes more than
made up for this slight blemish, on what is a remarkable girl.

The Story:

After a long weekend of work, I was passing through the Sheffield area and decided to pass by the
infamous GFE abode. Three girls on show and Isabelle proved to be the most jovial at this time,
prancing around with her spurious ballet talent. Having consumed a coffee, I took the lady upstairs,
where I indulged on the higher-rate service, feeling somewhat jaded from my extensive expeditions.
Isabelle showed to be a competent service-provider, but was somewhat perfunctory in all acts. This
may be due to naivety on her side, or perhaps more just is to say, inexperienced, with the higher-
rate services. For example, the massage was done across the upper back and only lasted a few
moments and no attempt was made on the frontal side. Clearly, her OWO skills deserve the biggest
acclamation and this proved to be the highlight of the proceedings. She informed me that doggy and
DP was her pleasures, which I obliged accordingly. A general chat thereafter concluded matters
and I departed without incident.
A desirable young lady, with excellent physical attributes, but should contemplate on taking more
time and care with her services and I am sure that she will excel at this profession. Perhaps she
needs guidance from an instigator, but I was too weary to take a dominating role, which may be the
fault in my conduct.
A highly-recommended lady though and one that can only improve as time passes.
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